Most of the datasets normally contain either numeric or categorical features. Mixed data comprises of both numeric and categorical features, and they frequently occur in various domains, such as health, nance, marketing, etc. Clustering is o en sought on mixed data to nd structures and to group similar objects. However, clustering mixed data is challenging because it is di cult to directly apply mathematical operations, such as summation, average etc. on the feature values of these datasets. In this paper, we review various types of mixed data clustering techniques in detail. We present a taxonomy to identify ten types of di erent mixed data clustering techniques. We also compare the performance of several mixed data clustering methods on publicly available datasets. e paper further identi es challenges in developing di erent mixed data clustering algorithms and provides guidelines for future directions in this area.
INTRODUCTION
Most of the datasets contain numeric and categorical features [13, 175] . Numeric features can take real values, such as height, weight, distance, etc. Categorical features can take xed number of values, such as color, type of job, blood group of a person, etc. Clustering is o en performed to group datasets, such that data points in a group are similar to each other and dissimilar from those in other groups based on some notion of a similarity measure [86] . To compute the similarity between feature values, mathematical operations (such as summation, mean, etc.) are applied on them.
ese mathematical operations can be easily applied on numeric features; however, they cannot be applied directly on categorical features. Hence, computing similarity for categorical data points is a challenging task [16] . Some methods have been suggested for computing the similarity of data points having categorical features [16] . Many datasets contains both numeric and categorical features; they are called mixed datasets. e problem of computing similarity between two data points becomes more di cult if the dataset has both types of features. An example of mixed dataset is given in Table 1 . e dataset has four features; Height and Weight are numeric features whereas Blood Group and Profession are categorical features. A simple strategy to nd similarity between two data points in this dataset is to split the numerical and categorical part.
en, nd the Euclidean distance between two data points for numerical features and Hamming distance for [79] . However, it is not clear if both the distance measures calculate 'similar' type of similarity and if the scales of these distances are same or not. It is also not clear the proportions in which both the distance measures are combined. erefore, until the notion of similarity is not clari ed for the mixed data, clustering on it will be even more challenging. Clustering of mixed data has been applied in various domains such as marketing, medical, nance etc. [3, 34, 84] . Many review papers have been published that covers di erent types of clustering algorithms, such as general clustering algorithms [1, 87, 176] , evolutionary clustering algorithms [69] , kernel and spectral clustering algorithms [50] , cluster ensembles [160] , and subspace clustering [141] . Some research articles also discuss mixed data clustering algorithms albeit partially [1] . Many clustering algorithms have also been proposed for mixed datasets in the past [77, 79, 133] . However, there has been no review paper that discussed mixed data clustering algorithms in detail. Recently three is a short review paper on mixed data clustering [8] . Many important mixed data clustering algorithms are not discussed in the paper [4, 15, 31, 32, 35, 37, 54, 60, 66, 67, 92, 108, 112, 133, 139, 146, 147, 161, 165] . e paper also does not discuss the challenges and future directions in this area in detail. It is important from the machine learning perspective to understand the challenges in this domain, evaluate the competing algorithms and apply in novel application areas.
In this paper, we present a comprehensive review of clustering algorithms for mixed datasets. We present a taxonomy to identify ten di erent types of mixed data clustering algorithms based on the methodology used to cluster mixed data points.
en, we delve into each type of mixed data clustering and analyze di erent algorithms, their functioning, strengths and weaknesses. We also present experimental results of many mixed data clustering algorithms and compare their performance over several publicly available datasets.
is step is important to note the relative importance and advantages of di erent mixed data clustering algorithms. We identify challenges among di erent types of mixed data clustering algorithms and highlight opportunities in this research area. e paper is organized in the following manner. In Section 2.1, we present a taxonomy to identify di erent types of mixed-data clustering algorithms. Section 3 discusses about the most cited mixed data clustering algorithms along with their performances. Section 4 highlights several publicly available tools for performing mixed data clustering. Applications of mixed data clustering to various domains are also discussed in this section. In Section 5, we discuss the challenges and opportunities for future work in this area. We conclude our paper in Section 6.
MIXED DATA CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
Mixed data clustering can be done in several ways based on the process involved in clustering of data points. Based on our review of literature, in this section, we present a taxonomy to identify di erent types of mixed data clustering algorithms. Table 2 shows ten di erent groups of mixed data clustering methods, along with their names and relevant papers we will discuss next. In this section, we will review the literature around these groups. [15, 31, 32, 35, 54, 60, 66, 67, 108, 112, 146, 161, 165] 2.1 K-means clustering type algorithms K-means clustering algorithm [119] is a partitional clustering algorithm. It is linear in the number of data points and scales well for large datasets. e algorithm minimizes the following cost function iteratively,
where n is the number of data points in the dataset, C i is the nearest cluster center of data point d i . ξ is a chosen distance measure between d i and C i .
In K-means clustering, the center of a cluster is computed by calculating the mean of the data points in that cluster. Generally, Euclidean distances between a data point and di erent cluster centers are computed to determine the nearest center for each data point, and the data point is assigned to that cluster. However, Euclidean distances and mean values cannot be calculated for mixed datasets. To deal with this situation, several variants of K-means clustering algorithms have been proposed to deal with mixed datasets.
Huang [77, 79] present K-prototypes clustering algorithm for mixed datasets that proposes a new cost function. New representations of cluster centers and a new de nition of distance between a data point and a cluster center are proposed for mixed datasets. Cluster centers are represented by mean values for numeric features and mode values for categorical features. However, the proposed cluster center does not represent the underlying clusters well, because (i) the mode for categorical features incurs loss of information, and (ii) the Hamming distance [16] is not a good representative of similarity between feature values for a pair of multi-valued categorical feature values. Ahmad and Dey [3] propose a new cost function and a distance measure to address these problems. In this method, they calculate the similarity between two feature values of a categorical feature from the data. e similarity depends upon co-occurrence of these feature values with feature values of other features. e weights of numeric features are also calculated in this method such that more signi cant features get more weights. A novel frequency based representation of cluster center is proposed for categorical features [3] . It is shown that their proposed clustering algorithm performs be er than K-prototypes clustering algorithm [3] .
Huang et al. [76] extend K-prototypes clustering algorithm to propose W-K-prototypes clustering algorithm in which, in each iteration the feature weights are computed and used in the cost function.
ese weights are inversely proportional to the sum of the within cluster distances. eir results suggest an improvement in 1:4 • Amir Ahmad and Shehroz S. Khan clustering results with feature weights over the clustering results achieved with K-prototypes algorithm [77, 79] . Zao et al. [182] use the frequency of feature values for categorical features to de ne the cluster centers. Hamming distance measure was used to compute the distance for categorical features. Mean values are used for numeric features. ey show be er clustering results in comparison to K-prototypes algorithm [77, 79] .
Modha and Spangler [133] employ weighting in K-means clustering. In this method, each data point is represented in di erent types of feature spaces. A measure is proposed to compute the distortion between two data points in each feature space. e distortions in di erent feature spaces are combined to compute feature weights.
e method is also employed for mixed data clustering. A mixed dataset is considered having two feature spaces; one consisting of numerical features and the other categorical features. Each numerical feature is linearly scaled (a feature value is subtracted by the mean and divided by standard deviation) and 1-in-q representation for each q-ary categorical feature is used. Squared Euclidean distance is used for numeric features whereas cosine distance is used for categorical features.
Chen and He [27] use the distance measure suggested by Ahmad and Dey [3] to propose a mixed data clustering algorithm for data streams with mixed numerical and categorical features. e concept of micro-clusters is used in the algorithm. Micro-clusters are used to compress the data e ciently in data streams. In the rst stage, initial cluster centers are calculated that are used to cluster the data. e method uses two parameters: decay factor and dense threshold. Decay factor de nes the signi cance of historical data to current cluster whereas dense threshold is used in distinguishing dense mirco-clusters and sparse micro-clusters. e parameter optimization is a problem with the method.
Ran et al. [153] use the cluster centers proposed by Ahmad and Dey [3] for a novel mixed data clustering algorithm. Euclidean distance for numeric features and Hamming distance for categorical features with Gaussian kernel function is used to compute the distance between the cluster center and a data point. Ji et al. [89] combine the de nition of cluster center [3] with the signi cance of feature term [76] to propose a new cost function. e signi cance of a feature is initially selected randomly, followed by update in values with each iteration. e random selection of the signi cance of a feature can make the random initialization of cluster center problem [98, 99] worse.
Roy and Sharma [157] extend fast genetic K-means cluster technique (FGKA) [115] for mixed data. e algorithm minimizes the total within-cluster variation. ey use the distance measure proposed by Ahmad and Dey [3] in their algorithm. Chiodi et al. [33] propose an iterative partitional clustering algorithm for mixed data, which is motivated by the K-means clustering algorithm [120] .
e Euclidean distance measure is used for a numeric feature and Hamming distance measure is used for categorical features. Mean values are used for numeric features and the frequency distribution of categorical values in clusters. Kacem et al. [95] proposes parallelization of K-prototypes clustering method [79] to handle big mixed datasets. e algorithm uses MapReduce framework [38] for parallelization. In Table 3 , we summarize di erent K-means clustering type algorithms for mixed data clustering. e other approach which has also been used with K-means type clustering algorithm to cluster mixed datasets is to rst convert mixed datasets into numeric datasets and then apply K-means clustering algorithm on the numeric datasets. Barcelo-Rico and Jose-Luis [9] develop a method that uses polar or spherical coordinates to codify categorical features into numeric features; then K-means clustering algorithm is used on the new numeric datasets. Wang et al. [172] propose the context-based coupled representation for mixed datasets. e interdependence of numeric features and the interdependence of categorical features are computed separately. en the interdependence across the numeric features and categorical features are computed. ese relationships form the numeric representation for mixed-type data points. K-means clustering algorithm is used to cluster these new data points. eir experimental results suggest that the method outperform other mixed-data clustering algorithms. Wei et al. [174] propose a mutual information-based transformation method for unsupervised features that can convert categorical features into numeric features, which is then clustered by using K-means clustering [89] center as proposed by Ahmad and Dey [3] Weights are calculated by the method suggested by Huang et al. [76] , squared Euclidean distance is used for numeric features, Hamming distance is used for categorical features Ran et al. [153] center as proposed by Ahmad and Dey [3] Gauss kernel function Table 4 . Clustering algorithm when categorical features are converted to numeric features.
Algorithm
Method to convert the categorical features to numeric features Barcelo-Rico and Jose-Luis [9] Coding is based on polar or spherical coordinates Wang et al. [172] Context based coupled relationship for mixed data Wei et al. [174] Mutual information (MI)-based unsupervised feature transformation Lam et al. [104] Fuzzy adaptive resonance theory [23] algorithm. Lam et al. [104] use unsupervised feature learning approach to get sparse representation of mixed datasets. Fuzzy adaptive resonance theory (ART) approach [23] is used to create new features. Firstly, fuzzy ART approach is used to create prototypes of the dataset, which are employed as mixed features encoder to map individual data points in the new feature space. ey use K-means clustering algorithm to cluster data points in the new feature space. Table 4 summarizes those methods that rst convert the mixed data into numeric data then apply the K-means type clustering techniques on the new numeric data. e traditional K-means and K-modes algorithms su er from several drawbacks, such as cluster center initialization [98, 99] and the prior knowledge of the number of cluster [119] . ese issues also exist in the K-means clustering type algorithms for clustering mixed datasets, due to their conceptual similarity. In the next subsection, we review relevant literature that covers these mentioned issues.
Cluster center initialization.
Cluster center initialization is a well known problem with the K-means type clustering algorithms [98, 99] . In these algorithms, generally initial cluster centers are selected randomly. Consistent results may not be achieved in di erent runs of the algorithm due to random selection of initial cluster centers; thus data mining researchers may nd it problematic to analyze such clustering results. Ji et al. [90] suggest an algorithm to create initial cluster centers for K-means type clustering algorithms for mixed datasets.
ey introduce an idea of the centrality of data points that uses the concept of neighbor-set. e centrality and distances are used to compute initial cluster centers. However, their algorithm has quadratic complexity that contravenes the linear time complexity bene t of the K-means clustering type algorithms.
Using density peaks [156] , Chen et al. [28] propose a novel algorithm to determine the initial cluster centers for mixed datasets. Higher density points are used to identify cluster centers.
is algorithm has quadratic complexity, hence, it is not useful for K-means clustering type algorithms. Wangchamhan et al. [173] combine a search algorithm, League Championship Algorithm [96] , with K-means clustering algorithm to identify the initial cluster centers. ey apply Gower's distance measure [59] to nd the distance between a data point and a cluster center.
Ahmad and Hashmi [64] combine the distance measure and the de nition of centers for mixed data proposed by Ahmad and Dey [3] with the cost function of K-harmonic clustering [20] to extend the K-harmonic clustering for numeric data to mixed data. eir results suggest that the suggested method is quite robust to the selection of initial cluster centers as compared to other K-means clustering type algorithms for mixed datasets. Zheng et a. [183] combine evolutionary algorithm (EA) with K-prototypes clustering algorithm [79] . e global searching ability of EA makes the proposed algorithm less sensitive to cluster initialization.
Number of clusters.
In K-means type clustering algorithms, the number of cluster is user de ned, which may not be a true representative of the natural number of clusters in the data. Liang et al. [110] propose a cluster validity index to nd out the number of clusters for mixed data clustering. is cluster validity index has two components; one for numeric features and the other for categorical features. For categorical features, the cluster validity index uses the category utility function developed by Gluck and Corter [117] . Whereas, for numeric features, a corresponding category utility function proposed by Mirkin [17] is used. Each component is given a weight depending upon the number of categorical and numeric features and the total number of features. is cluster validity index is computed for di erent number of clusters. e number of clusters which produce the maximum value of cluster validity index is chosen as the optimal number of cluster. In this method, the process starts with a large number of clusters and in each round the worst cluster is combined with other clusters. Renyi entropy [154] for numeric features and complement entropy [109] for categorical features are used to determine the worst cluster. e method is used with K-prototypes method [79] .
Rahman and Islam [150] combine genetic algorithm optimization technique [132] and K-means clustering algorithm to produce a clustering algorithm for mixed data that computes the number of clusters automatically.
ey use the distance measure proposed by Rahman and Islam [118] to compute the distance between a pair of categorical values. e algorithm shows good results; however, its complexity is quadratic.
Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical clustering is a clustering method that creates a hierarchy of clusters by using a similarity matrix [86] .
e similarity matrix is constructed by determining the similarity of each pair of data points. ese algorithms have a large time complexity (generally O(n 3 ) [86] ).
Philip and O away [145] use Gower's similarity measure [59] to compute the similarity matrix for mixed datasets. Gower's similarity measure computes the similarity by dividing features into two subsets one for categorical features and the other for numeric features. Hamming distance is applied to compute the similarity between two points of data points for a categorical feature. A weighted average of similarities for all categorical features is the similarity between two data points in a categorical feature space. For numeric features, the similarity is computed such that the same values give the similarity value 1, whereas if the di erence between the values is maximum possible di erence (the di erence between maximum and minimum values of the feature) the similarity is 0. e sum of similarity values for all the numeric features is the similarity for two data points in a numeric feature space.
e similarity of the categorical feature space and the numeric feature space are added to compute the similarity between two data points. en hierarchical agglomerative clustering is used to create clusters.
Chiu et al. [49] develop a similarity measure to compute the similarity between two clusters for mixed data. is dissimilarity measure is related with the decrease in log-likelihood function when two clusters are merged. e authors combine the Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies (BIRCH) clustering algorithm [181] which uses hierarchical clustering algorithm with their proposed similarity measure to develop a clustering algorithm that can handle mixed datasets.
Li and Biswas [106] propose Similarity-Based Agglomerative Clustering (SBAC) algorithm for mixed data clustering. SBAC uses Goodall similarity measure [58] and applies a hierarchical agglomerative approach to build cluster hierarchies. Goodall similarity approach gives more weight to uncommon feature value matches. It applies group-average methods [86] to perform the aggregation process.
Hsu et al. [74] propose a distance measure based on a distance hierarchy that uses a concept hierarchy [62, 63] , which is consists of concept nodes and links. e more general concepts are represented by higher-level nodes, whereas more speci c concepts are represented by lower-level nodes. e categorical values are represented by a tree structure such that each leaf of a tree is represented by a categorical value. Each feature of a data point is associated with a distance hierarchy. e distances between two data points is calculated by using their associated distance hierarchies. An agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms [86] is applied to a dissimilarity matrix to compute the clusters. Domain knowledge is required to make distance hierarchies for categorical features which is not simple in many cases. Hsu and Chen [71] propose a new similarity measure to cluster mixed data.
e algorithm uses variance for computing the similarity of numeric values. For computing the similarity between categorical values, they [71] utilizes entropy with distance hierarchies [74] . e similarities are then aggregated to compute the similarity matrix for a mixed dataset. Incremental clustering is used on the similarity matrix to compute the clusters. Hsu and Huang [75] extend this work [71] by applying ART to cluster data points by using the distance hierarchies as the input of the network. Shih et al. [164] convert categorical features of a mixed dataset into numeric features by using frequencies of co-occurrence of categorical feature values. en, the dataset with all numeric features is clustered by using hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm [86] .
Lim et al. [111] partition the data into two parts; the categorical data and numeric data. Both data are clustered separately. e clustering results are combined by using a weighted scheme to get a similarity matrix. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering method is applied on the similarity matrix to get the nal clusters. Gower's similarity measure assign equal weight to both types of feature in computing the similarity between two data points. e similarity matrices may be dominated by one kind of feature type. Chae et al. [94] assign weights to the di erent feature types to overcome this problem. Improved clustering results are shown with these weighted similarity matrices. Di erent mixed data clustering algorithms based on hierarchical clustering that are discussed in this section are summarized in Table 5 . 
Algorithm
Similarity measure for a similarity matrix Clustering algorithm Philip and O away [145] Gower's similarity Matrix [59] Agglomerative hierarchical clustering method Chiu et al. [49] Probabilistic model by using a log-likelihood function BIRCH algorithm [181] Li and Biswas [106] Goodall similarity measure [58] Agglomerative hierarchical clustering with group-average method Hsu et al. [74] Distance hierarchy by using concept hierarchy [62, 63] Agglomerative hierarchical clustering Hsu and Chen [71] Variance for numeric features and entropy with distance hierarchies [74] for categorical features
Incremental clustering
Hsu and Huang [75] Similarity measure proposed by Hsu and Chen [71] Adaptive resonance theory network [22] Shih et al. [164] Convert categorical features into numeric features
Hierarchical agglomerative clustering algorithm [86] Lim et al. [111] Two similarity matrix, one for categorical data and one for numeric data Agglomerative hierarchical clustering method Chae et al. [94] Modi ed Gower's similarity matrix Agglomerative hierarchical clustering method
Model based clustering
Model based clustering uses an assumption that a data point matches a model, that, in many cases, is a statistical distribution [129] . e model is generally user de ned, it may give poor results if a proper model is not selected. Model based clustering algorithms are generally slow than K-means type clustering algorithms [129] . AUTOCLASS [26] performs clustering by integration of nite mixture distribution and Bayesian methods with prior distribution of each feature. Autoclass can cluster data containing both categorical and numeric features. Everi [48] proposes a clustering algorithm by using model-based clustering for datasets consisting of both numeric features and binary or ordinal features. e normal model is extended to handle mixed datasets by using thresholds for the categorical features. Due to high computational cost, the method is only useful for datasets containing very few categorical features. To overcome this problem, Lawrence and Krzanowski [105] extend homogeneous Conditional Gaussian model to the nite mixture case, to compute maximum likelihood estimates for for the parameters in a sample population. ey suggest that their method works for arbitrary number of features.
Moustaki and Papageorgiou [135] use a latent class mixture model for mixed data clustering. Browne and McNicholas [18] propose a mixture of latent features model for clustering, the expectation-maximization (EM) framework [40] is used for model ing. Andreopoulos et al. present [7] a clustering algorithm, Bi-Level Clustering of Mixed categorical and numerical data types (BILCOM) for mixed datasets. e algorithm uses categorical data clustering to guide the clustering of numerical data. Hunt and Jorgensen [81] [82] [83] propose a mixture model clustering approach for mixed data. In this approach, a nite mixture of multivariate distributions is ed to data and then the membership of each data point is calculated by computing the conditional probabilities of cluster membership. Local independence assumption can be used to reduce the model parameters. ey further show that the method can also be applied for clustering mixed datasets with missing values [82] .
ClustMD method [126] uses a latent variable model to cluster mixed datasets. It is suggested that a latent variable, with a mixture of Gaussian distributions, produces the observed mixed data. An EM algorithm is applied to estimate parameters for ClustMD. Monte Carlo EM algorithm [125] is used for datasets having categorical features. is method can model both the numeric and categorical features; however, it becomes computationally expensive as the number of features increase. To overcome this problem, McParland et al. [128] propose a clustering algorithm for high dimensional mixed data by using a Bayesian nite mixture model. In this algorithm, the estimation is done by using Gibbs sampling algorithm. To select the optimal model, they also propose approximate Bayesian Information Criterion-Markov chain Monte Carlo criterion. ey show that the method works well on a mixed medical data consisting of high dimensional numeric phenotypic features and categorical genotypic features. Sadaoui et al. [159] propose a projection of the categorical features on the subspaces spanned by numeric features. en an optimal Gaussian Mixture Model is obtained from the resulting Principal Component Analysis (PCA)-regressed subspaces.
Copulas are de ned as "functions that join or couple multivariate distribution functions to their one-dimensional marginal distribution functions" and as "distribution functions whose one-dimensional margins are uniform. " [137] . Rajan and Bha acharya [151] present a clustering algorithm based on Gaussian mixture copula that can model dependencies between features and can be applied for datasets having numeric and categorical features.
eir method outperforms other clustering algorithms on a variety of datasets. Tekumalla et al. [169] use the concept of vines for mixed data clustering, wherein they propose an inferencing algorithm to t those vines on the mixed data. A dependency-seeking multi-view clustering that uses Dirichlet process mixture of vines is developed [169] . Marbac et al. [123] present a mixture model of Gaussian copulas for mixed data clustering. In this model, a component of the Gaussian copula mixture creates a correlation coe cient for a pair of features. ey selected the model by using two information criteria: Bayesian information criterion [162] and integrated completed likelihood criterion [11] .
e Bayesian inference is performed by using a Metropolis-within-Gibbs sampler. Foss et al [53] develop a semi-parametric method, KAMILA (KAy-means for MIxed LArge data), for clustering mixed data. KAMILA balances the e ect of the numeric and categorical features on clustering. KAMILA integrates two di erent kinds of clustering algorithms; the K-means algorithm and Gaussian-multinomial mixture models [83] . Similar to K-means clustering algorithm, no strong parametric assumptions are made for numeric features in KAMILA algorithm. KAMILA uses the properties of Gaussian-multinomial mixture models to balance the e ect of numeric and categorical features without specifying weights. Table 6 summarizes various model based clustering algorithms for mixed data that are discussed in this section.
Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering techniques [138] perform dimensionality reduction by using eigenvalues of the similarity matrix of the data. erea er, the clustering in performed in fewer dimensions. First a similarity matrix is computed then a spectral clustering algorithm [138] is applied on this similarity matrix to obtain clusters. Luo et al. [116] propose a similarity measure by using a clustering ensembles technique. In this measure, the similarity of two data points is computed separately for numeric features and categorical features. e two similarities are added to get the similarity between two data points. Niu et al. [139] present a clustering algorithm for mixed data, in which the similarity matrices for numeric features and categorical features are computed separately. Coupling relationships of features are used to compute similarity matrices. en both matrices are combined by weighted summation to compute the similarity matrix for the mixed data. David and Averbuchb [37] propose a clustering algorithm, SpectralCAT, that uses categorical spectral clustering to cluster mixed datasets. e algorithm automatically transforms the numeric features into categorical values. It is performed by nding the optimal transformation according to the Calinski and Harabasz index [21] . en, a spectral clustering method on the transformed data is applied [37] . Table 6 . Model based clustering algorithms for mixed datasets.
Algorithm
Model AUTOCLASS [26] Bayesian methods Everi [48] Model-based clustering with the use of thresholds for the categorical features. Lawrence and Krzanowski [105] Extension of homogeneous conditional Gaussian model to the nite mixture situation. Moustaki and Papageorgiou [135] Latent class mixture model. Browne and McNicholas [18] A mixture of latent variables model with the expectation-maximization framework. [40] . BILCOM [7] Pseudo-Bayesian process with categorical data clustering to guide the clustering of numerical data. Hunt and Jorgensen [81] [82] [83] A nite mixture of multivariate distributions is ed to data. ClustMD method [126] A latent variable model. McParland et al. [36] Bayesian nite mixture model. Sadaoui et al. [159] A projection of the categorical features on the subspaces spanned by numeric features and then the application of Gaussian Mixture Model. Rajan and Bha acharya [151] Gaussian mixture copula. Tekumalla1 et al. [169] Vine copulas and Dirichlet process mixture of vines. Marbac [123] A mixture model of Gaussian copulas. KAMILA [53] K-means algorithm and Gaussian-multinomial mixture models
Subspace clustering
Subspace clustering [142] seeks to discover clusters in di erent subspaces within a dataset. Ahmad and Dey [4] use a distance measure [3] for the mixed data with a cost function for subspace clustering [93] to develop a K-means type clustering type algorithm, which can produce subspace clustering of mixed data. Jia and Cheung [92] present a feature-weighted clustering model that uses data point-cluster similarity for so subspace clustering of mixed datasets. ey propose a uni ed weighting scheme for the numeric and categorical features, which determines the feature-to-cluster contribution. e method nds most appropriate number of clusters automatically. Plant and Bohm [147] develop a clustering technique, INCONCO, which produces interpretable clustering results for mixed data. e algorithm uses the concept of data compression by using the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle [155] . INCONCO identi es the relevant feature dependencies using linear models and provides subspace clustering for mixed datasets. INCONCO does not support all types of feature dependencies.
Neural networks-based clustering
Self-organizing map (SOM) [100, 101] is a neural network that is used to nonlinearly project a dataset onto a lower-dimensional feature space so that clusters analysis can be done in the new feature space. Traditional SOM based clustering methods can handle numeric features, however it cannot be used directly for categorical features. Categorical a ributes are rst transformed into binary features which are treated as numeric features [41] . Hsu [70] develops Generalized SMO model to compute similarity of categorical values by using a distance hierarchy that is based on a concept hierarchy. It consists of nodes and weighted links; more general concepts are represented by higher level nodes whereas more speci c concepts are represented by lower level nodes. Distance hierarchies are also used to compute the similarities between two data points in the complete feature space (numeric and categorical features). Visualization-Induced SMO [178] has be er preservation of the structure of data in the new low dimensional space as compared to SMO. Hsu and Lin [72] combine Generalized SMO with Visualization-Induced SMO to develop a method Generalized visualization-Induced SOM to cluster mixed datasets.
e experiments suggest that the method gives excellent cluster analysis results. Hsu and Lin [73] modify the distance measure presented in Generalized SMO and use the Visualization-Induced SMO to develop a new method for mixed data clustering. Traditional SMO has a weaknesses that it has prede ned xed-size map, to improve the exibility of SMO, Growing SMO is proposed [5] . Growing SMO starts with a small size of map and grows with training data. Tai and Hsu [167] integrate Generalized SMO with Growing SMO to develop a clustering algorithm for mixed datasets. Chen and Marques [136] propose a clustering algorithm by using SMO, this method uses Hamming distance for categorical features and Euclidean distance for numeric features.
is method gives more weight to categorical a ributes, to overcome this problem Coso et al. [39] modify the distance measure such that each type of feature has equal weight. e method show be er results than the method presented by Chen and Marques.
Noorbehbahani et al. [140] propose an incremental mixed-data clustering algorithm which uses Self-Organizing Incremental Neural Network algorithm [55] . ey also propose a new distance measure in which the distance between two categorical values are dependent on the frequencies of these features. e co-occurrence of feature values [3] are not considered, which may a ect the accuracy of the distance measure.
Lam et al. [104] uses Fuzzy adaptive resonance theory (ART) approach [23] to create new numeric features from the mixed features and then K-means clustering algorithm is used cluster data points in new feature space. Hsu and Huang [75] uses ART to create similarity matrix that can be used to cluster data points by using hierarchical clustering.
Density based clustering algorithms
Density based clustering methods assume that clusters are de ned by dense regions in the data space, separated by lower dense regions [47] . Du et al. [42, 44] propose a new distance measure for mixed data clustering. In this measure, they assign a weight to each categorical feature. ey combine this distance measure with density peaks clustering algorithm [156] to cluster mixed datasets. However, the selection of di erent parameters makes it di cult to be used in practice. Liu et a. [114] propose a density based clustering algorithm for mixed datasets.
e authors extend "density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise" (DBSCAN) [47] algorithm for mixed datasets. Entropy is used to compute the distance measure for mixed datasets. Milenova and Campos [131] use orthogonal projections to cluster mixed datasets. ese orthogonal projections are used to nd high density regions in the input data space.
Conceptual clustering
Conceptual clustering [51] generates concept description for each generated cluster. Generally, conceptual clustering methods generate hierarchical category structures. COBWEB [51] use Category Utility (CU) measure [117] to de ne the relation between groups or clusters. As CU measure can only handle categorical features, CU measure is extended to handle numeric features for mixed data clustering. COBWEB3 [124] integrates the original COBWEB algorithm with the methodology presented in CLASSIT [56] to deal with numeric features in the CU measure. In this method, it is assumed that numeric feature values are normally distributed. To overcome the problem of normal distribution assumption, a new method ECOBWEB [152] is presented. In this method, the probability distribution about the average for a feature is used.
Fuzzy clustering
Fuzzy clustering represent those approaches where a data point can belong to more than one cluster with different degree (or probability) of membership [177] . Various fuzzy clustering algorithms have been proposed for mixed data clustering [2, 43, 91] . Ahmad and Dey [2] use a dynamic probabilistic distance measure to determine the weights of numeric features and distances between categorical values for each pair of categorical values of a categorical feature. e distance measure is combined with the cluster center de nition suggested by El-Sonbaty and Ismail [46] to develop a Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering type algorithm [10, 45] for mixed data. Ji et al. [91] propose a fuzzy clustering method for mixed datas by combining the similarity measure proposed by Ahmad and Dey [3] and the cluster center de nition suggested by El-Sonbaty and Ismail [46] . Doring et al. [43] propose a fuzzy clustering algorithm for mixed data by using a mixture model. e mixture model is used to determine the similarity measure for mixed datasets. It also helps in the nding of cluster prototypes. e inverse of probability that a data point occurs in a cluster is used to de ne the distance between cluster center and the data point. Chatzis [24] propose a FCM type clustering algorithm for mixed data that employs a probabilistic dissimilarity function in a FCM-type fuzzy clustering cost function proposed by Honda and Ichihashi [68] .
Kuri-Moraleset al. [102] propose a strategy for the assignment of numerical value to a categorical value. Firstly, a mixed dataset is converted into a pure numeric dataset then fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm is used.
Pathak and Pal [143] combine fuzzy, probabilistic and collaborative clustering framework for clustering mixed data. Fuzzy clustering is used to cluster numeric data portion of the mixed data, whereas mixture models [13, 24] are used to cluster categorical data portion of the mixed data. Collaborative clustering [144] is used to nd the common cluster sub-structures in the categorical and numerical data.
Other clustering algorithms for mixed data
In this section, we will discuss several other types of mixed data clustering algorithms that may not t in the scope of above discussed major categories.
Constraint-based clustering [171] group similar data points into several clusters under certain user constraints such as two given data points will be a part of the same cluster. Cheng and Leu [31] propose a constrained Kprototypes clustering algorithm that simultaneously handles user constraints and mixed data.
e algorithm extends K-prototypes clustering algorithm [79] by adding a constrained function to the cost function of the K-prototypes.
Ciaccio et al. [35] extend the well-separated partition de nition [88] to propose a non-hierarchical clustering algorithm for mixed data. Sowjanya and Shashi [165] propose an incremental clustering approach for mixed data. Initially, some data points are clustered and other data points are assigned to clusters depending upon their distances from the cluster centers that are updated as new data points join the clusters. A cluster center is de ned, for a categorical feature, by using mode of categorical values of data points present in the cluster. For a numeric feature, the mean of the values of data points present in a cluster is used to represent the center of the cluster. It is not clear in the paper which distance measure is used to cluster data points.
Frey and Dueck [54] propose a nity propagation clustering (APC) algorithm that uses message passing. Zhang and Gu [180] extend this method by combining the distance measure proposed by Ahmad and Dey [3] with APC algorithm. Accurate clustering results are achieved with this method. He at al. [67] extend Squeezer algorithm [65] which works for pure categorical datasets for clustering mixed data. In one of the versions, the numeric features are discretized to convert them into categorical features and then Squeezer algorithm is applied on the new categorical data. In another work, He et al. [66] divide the mixed data into two parts: pure numeric features and pure categorical features. Graph partitioning algorithm is used to cluster numeric data, whereas categorical data is clustered by using Squeezer algorithm. e clustering results are combined and treated as categorical data, which is clustered by using Squeezer algorithm to get the nal clustering results. Hai and Susumu [60] parallelize the clustering algorithm proposed by He at al. [67] to handle large datasets.
Bohm et al. propose [15] a parameter-free clustering algorithm, INTEGRATE, for mixed data. e algorithm is based on a concept of information theory, the MDL [155] .
is allows the balancing of the e ect of both kinds of a ributes (numeric and categorical). INTEGRATE is scalable to large datasets. Plant [146] propose a clustering algorithm Scenic (Scale-free Dependency Clustering) for mixed data. Mixed-type feature dependency pa erns are detected by projecting the data points and the features into a joint low-dimensional feature space [130] . en, the clusters are searched in new low-dimensional embedding. Li and Ye [108] propose an incremental clustering approach for mixed data. Two di erent distance measures are proposed to compute the distance between clusters. In the rst distance measure, separate distance measures are computed for numeric and categorical features, and then they are integrated into a new distance measure. In the second distance measure, categorical features are transformed into numeric features, and then a distance measure is computed by using all features. Similar clustering results are achieved with both the distance measures. Mohanavalli and Jaisakthiusing [133] use Chi-square statistics for computing the weight of each feature of mixed data. e Euclidean distance for numeric features and Hamming distance for categorical features along with these weights are used to compute the distances. e authors did not write about the clustering algorithm used in their paper.
Cheung and Jia [32] present a general clustering framework that uses the concept of data point-cluster similarity and propose a uni ed similarity metric for mixed datasets. Accordingly, an iterative clustering algorithm is proposed that nds the number of clusters automatically. Sangam and Om [161] present a sampling based clustering algorithm for mixed datasets. e algorithm has two steps; in the rst step, a sample of data points is used for clustering. In the second step, other points are assigned to the clusters depending upon their similarity with the clusters.
ey develop a hybrid similarity measure to determine the similarity between a data point and a cluster. e clustering algorithm presented by Cheung and Jia [32] is used in the rst step.
Lin et al. [112] presents a tree-ensembles clustering algorithm, CRAFTER, for clustering high dimensional mixed datasets. In the rst step, a random subset of data points is drawn and random forests clustering algorithm [163] is applied. e clustered data points are used to train tree classi ers. ese trained tree-ensembles are used to cluster all the data points.
POPULAR CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS, DATASETS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS
In this section, we discuss some of the most popular mixed data clustering algorithms and the common mixed datasets used in majority of the literature. We also discuss and compare the performance of many clustering algorithms on di erent mixed datasets.
Popular Algorithms
In Section 2, we discussed di erent types of mixed-data clustering algorithms. As per our research ndings, some types of algorithms are more popularly used than others. We set the Google Scholar citation as the criteria to gauge the popularity of mixed-data clustering algorithm reviewed in this paper. e papers with at least 100 citations (28 t h May 2018) are chosen and their relevant information is shown in Table 7 . Out of seven selected clustering algorithms, four are K-means type clustering algorithm, two are hierarchical clustering algorithms whereas model based clustering and neural networks-based clustering groups have one algorithm each. is indicates that K-means clustering type algorithms are more popular for mixed datasets. e low computational complexity of these algorithms could be one of the reasons for their widespread popularity.
Performance Measures
In an ideal clustering scenario, clustering labels are not available. In that situation, it is very di cult to evaluate the performance of a given clustering algorithm. Typically, the datasets that have been used to show mixed-data clustering results have class labels. ese class labels are not used to perform clustering but are treated as ground truth. e nal clustering results are matched with the ground truth to evaluate the performance of clustering algorithms. Many performance measures have been used in the mixed data clustering literature; F-Measure, Neural networks-based clustering algorithm 120 Normalized Mutual Information, Rand index, etc. [86] . However, clustering accuracy has been most commonly used criterion to evaluate the quality of clustering results. e clustering accuracy (AC) is calculated by using the following formula;
where c i is the number of data points occurring both in i th cluster and its corresponding true class, and n is the number of data points in the dataset. e assignment of a class label to a cluster is done such that the AC Table 9 . Results of mixed clustering algorithms for various datasets. "-" shows that the result for this dataset is not present in the related paper. ≤ results suggest that the algorithm is run many times and all results are less than the given value. Bold number shows the best performance for that dataset.
Algorithm
Heart (Statlog) Heart (Cleveland) Australian Credit Adult Huang [79] - 
Accuracy based comparative study of clustering algorithms
It is di cult to present a comparative study among di erent mixed data clustering algorithms as they test their clustering algorithms on di erent datasets. Heart (Cleveland), Heart (Statlog) , Australian Credit data and Adult data are used in many papers. e information about these datasets is presented in Table 8 . We present the comparative study of several clustering algorithms on these four datasets in Table 9 . e result of each algorithm is taken from its original paper. Only those results are presented in which the used performance measure was AC. Table 9 suggests that there is no algorithm that has a clear superiority over others on all the four datasets. For example, Wei et al. [174] shows the best result for Statlog Heart dataset, whereas for Cleaveland Heart dataset, the algorithms by Ahmad and Dey [3] and Rico and Diez [9] perform best. e algorithm by Wei et al. [174] perform best for Australian credit dataset, whereas Modha and Spangler's algorithm [133] perform best for Adult dataset. K-means types clustering algorithms geneally perform best that may be the reason of their polularity.
SOFTWARE AND APPLICATIONS
In this section, we discuss the publicly available so ware tools for clustering mixed datasets. We also highlight major applications areas of mixed data clustering in this section.
Many tools are available for clustering mixed datasets. Most of these tools are in R [168] . K-prototypes clustering algorithm [79] is available in R [166] . ClustMD package in R [127] is the implementation of model based clustering for mixed Data [36] . Gower's similarity matrix [59] is implemented in R. e similarity matrix can be used with partitioning around medoids tools in R or Hierarchical clustering tools to get nal clusters [149] . ClustOfVar [25] is an R package for the clustering that can handle mixed datasets. Both hierarchical clustering algorithm and a K-means type partitioning algorithm are implemented in the package. CluMix is another package in R for clustering and visualization of mixed data [80] . Implementation of KAMILA [53] clustering algorithm is available in R [52] . e mixed data clustering algorithm by Macbar et al. [123] is implemented in R [122] . Ahmad and Dey algorithm [3] is available in Matlab [6] . A K-means type clustering algorithm that can deal with mixed datasets is implemented in Matlab by using feature discretization [14] . MixtComp is C++ implementation of Model-based clustering of mixed data [12] .
Major Application Areas
Mixed datasets are available in di erent application domains, such as health, marketing, business, nance, social studies, etc. Researchers have applied various mixed data clustering algorithms on these datasets. Below, we present a list of major application areas where mixed-data clustering is mostly applied.
Health and Biology. McParland et al [36, 126] develop mixed data clustering algorithm to study high dimensional numeric phenotypic data and categorical genotypic data.
e study leads to a be er understanding of metabolic syndrome (MetS). Malo et al. [121] use mixed data clustering to study people who died of cancer between 1994 and 2006 in Hijuelas. Sadaoui et al. [159] develop a mixed data clustering algorithm for heterogeneous occupational medicine data mining. Researchers have used various types of clustering approaches for mixed data for heart disease [3, 4, 106, 133] , Occupational Medicine [158] , digital mammograms [61] , Acute In ammations [91, 143, 146] , age of abalone snails [146] , Human life span [103] , Dermatology [147] , medical diagnosis [108] , Toxicogenomics [19] , genetic regulation, analysis of biomedical datasets, [7] , cancer samples grouping [179] , etc.
Business and Marketing. Hennig and Liao [34] apply mixed data clustering techniques for socio-economic strati cation by using 2007 US Survey data of consumer nances. Kassi et al. [97] develop mixed data clustering algorithm to segment gasoline services stations in Morocco to determine important features that can in uence the pro t of these service stations. Mixed data clustering has also been used in Credit Approval [3, 4, 76, 106, 133] , Income prediction (Adult data) [75, 89, 133] , Marketing Research [134] , Customer Behavior Discovery [29] , customer segmentation and catalog marketing [71] , customer behavior pa ern discovering [30] , motor Insurance [78] and construction management [31] .
Others. Moustaki and Papageorgiou [135] apply mixed data clustering in Archaeometry for classifying archaeological ndings into groups. Philip and O away [145] use mixed data clustering to cluster cypriot hooked-tang weapons. Chiodi use mixed data clustering for andrological data [33] . Iam-On and Boongoen [85] use mixed data clustering for student dropout prediction in a ai university. Mixed data clustering has also been used in teaching assistant evaluation [104, 110] , class examination [83] , petroleum recovery [104] , intrusion detection [108, 113, 153] , forest cover type [95] , online learning systems [139] , automobiles [147] , printing process delays [9] , country ags mining [107] , etc.
CHALLENGES, FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND SUMMARY
In the previous sections, we mentioned several technical challenges for mixed-data clustering algorithms, in terms of their time complexity, repeatability of results, knowledge of number of clusters and publicly available datasets for experiments. Below, we summarize our ndings based on literature review and provide detailed commentary on these challenges.
• K-means type clustering algorithms have been very popular for mixed-data clustering due to their linear time complexity. However, the de nition of a cluster center that serve as a good representative of a cluster needs research [3, 79] .
• Various distance measures have been developed to compute the distance measure between a cluster center and a data point for K-means clustering type algorithms for mixed datasets [3, 76, 79] . e development of be er distance measures that can accurately capture the distance between a cluster center and a data point is an important future research direction.
• e distance measures that directly combine numeric and categorical distances needs more understanding in terms of the information and their scales that are being joined together.
• e random initialization of cluster centers is a problem for K-means clustering type algorithms. Few methods have been proposed to address this problem for K-means clustering type algorithms for mixed datasets [28, 64, 90] ; however, either these methods are computationally expensive or do not give consistent results in di erent runs. e development of new methods that give xed initial centers and good clustering performance is required.
• e number of clusters is a user de ned parameter for K-means clustering type algorithms for mixed datasets. Few methods have been proposed to address this problem [110, 117] . Research e ort is needed to determine the natural number of clusters in the mixed-dataset scenario.
• Ge ing an accurate similarity matrix is important for hierarchical clustering. Various similarity measures have been proposed for this purpose [49, 58, 59] . However, detailed experimental and theoretical studies are required to understand these similarity measures. Development of new accurate similarity measures is an important research eld in mixed data clustering.
• Few subspace clustering methods have been developed for clustering high dimensional mixed datasets [4, 92] . e development of new methods which can produce more accurate clustering results is a promising research direction.
• Cluster ensembles have been used to combine the results of several clustering algorithms [57, 170] . e nal clustering result is generally be er than individual clustering result. e application of clustering ensembles for mixed data clustering is a new and interesting research area.
• Many mixed datasets have missing values. Development of clustering algorithms to handle missing data is a very relevant research direction [82] .
• Many model based mixed data clustering are proposed that su er from large complexity [26, 48] . Developing model based mixed data clustering with lower complexity is important to use them to solve real world problems.
• Generally, few datasets are used for the comparative study of di erent mixed data clustering algorithms.
erefore, e orts are needed to create mixed data repositories to help in evaluating and comparing di erent mixed-data clustering algorithms.
• e implementations of most of mixed data clustering are not publicly available. erefore, the comparative study of di erent mixed data clustering algorithms is not an easy task. Providing relevant code on publicly available repositories will help in making fast advancement in this eld.
• Recently, few papers [104, 174] have suggested transforming a mixed dataset into a numeric dataset so that clustering algorithms for numeric datasets can be used. e development of e ective transformation techniques without loss of information is an important step for the success of these types of algorithms.
• Only a few clustering algorithms discuss the problem of interpretability of clustering results for mixed datasets; to describe why a certain set of data points form a cluster and how di erent clusters can be distinguished from each other e ectively [148] . Development of new clustering algorithms that can facilitate interpretation of the clustering results is an interesting research area.
• e development of scalable mixed data clustering algorithms is key to handle present day's challenges of big data analysis. Parallelization of mixed data clustering algorithm [95] is an important research area.
• A few papers have discussed mixed data clustering algorithms for mixed data streams [27] .
is is another important research area to perform mixed data clustering in an online manner.
• Few spectral clustering algorithms and constrained clustering algorithms for mixed datasets have been developed. However, the development of these types of mixed datasets is an important research area.
• Not all features of a mixed dataset may be important, removing insigni cant features can improve the clustering results. Unsupervised feature selection for mixed datasets is not explored much and can be an important research area to deal with datasets having a large number of features.
CONCLUSION
Mixed datasets occur more frequently than thought in several real world applications. Clustering these datasets is o en desired to discover groups and their relationships. However, clustering mixed datasets is a challenging task because of the presence of both numeric and categorical features in these datasets. In this paper, we present a taxonomy to categorize di erent mixed data clustering algorithms based on the methodology adopted to create clusters. en, we presented a comprehensive review of these algorithms. Experimental comparison of these algorithm was also presented in the paper. Publicly available tools for mixed data clustering were also discussed in the paper to aide researchers test some of the standard clustering methods on their datasets. Future directions of this area were also presented in detail, which will be helpful for researchers in this area. rough this survey, we highlighted di erent type of mixed-data clustering algorithms, their advantages and shortcomings, and presented many plausible research ideas to make progress in this eld. is survey should be able to guide researchers to develop an in-depth understanding of the eld and generate new ideas to make signi cant contributions to solve real world problems.
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